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In Van Dijk and Lamond (1985) and Van Dijk and Van der Wal (1986) simple and intuitively 
obvious bounds were provided for finite tandem queues with blocking in the exponential case. 
This technical note formally proves that these bounds are insensitive, that is remain valid in the 
non-exponential case, for multi-server disciplines. The proof is based on showing structured 
monotonicity results by means of Markov reward theory. This technique xtends standard 
approaches for proving monotonicity results. It seems promising for further application. 
tandem queue * bounds * Markov chain * phase-method 
1. Introduction 
This is a technical note for which the motivations are the following. In the first 
place, it provides further support for a bounding method that has recently been 
developed in [5] and [6] for finite tandem queues with blocking. These references 
provided simple intuitively appealing bounds on the call congestion (or throughput) 
in the exponential case. Numerical results indicated a practical usefulness. It was 
conjectured moreover that the bounds would retain their validity also in the non- 
exponential case for multi-server disciplines. The bounds would thus be robust or 
insensitive to distributional forms and depend only on means. In practical situations 
this is highly convenient, since often exponential assumptions are not met or, only 
statistical estimates for one or two moments of distributions are available. This note 
formally proves that the bounds indeed possess the property of insensitivity. 
Secondly, the insensitivity result of this paper also motivated simple bounds for 
finite first-in first-out delay systems (cf. [7]). These bounds were an improvement 
of existing bounds and also indicated a usefulness for quick engineering purposes. 
In the third place, the technique of the proof is of interest in itself. It adds to 
known techniques for proving monotonicity or bounding results in queueing (cf. 
[1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]). The references [5, 6, 18], which are 
most closely related, use a similar approach but concern only the exponential case. 
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The general technique described in [16] and extended in [20], which allows non- 
exponential systems, is applicable in some situations (cf. [11]) but does not apply 
to the present system (see Remark 4.1). The monotonicity results in [13, 14, 17] are 
based upon product form expressions and their insensitivity. The underlying objec- 
tive of this study, however, is just the fact that finite tandem queues are not of 
product form and not insensitive. Recently, monotonicity results for non-exponential 
non-insensitive systems have been established in [ 1, 2, 7, 15] by the method of sample 
path comparison and coupling. Though this approach is unmistakably very fruitful, 
as yet it has not been proven successful for non-product form systems with blocking 
such as studied in this paper. The proof in this paper, therefore, is at least of 
theoretical interest. More importantly, however, it seems promising also for further 
application to prove intuitively obvious monotonicity results in queueing. Par- 
ticularly, extensions of the bounding method to simple overflow models and systems 
with breakdowns have hereby already been obtained (cf. [3, 4]) and can be expected 
along the same lines for more complex systems uch as finite tandem queues with 
delays and breakdowns (see Remarks 5.4 and 5.5). 
In view of the heavy notational complexity that will be involved, the exposition 
will be restricted to non-exponential services at one node only. The essential 
difficulties will hereby be covered and better highlighted. The extension to non- 
exponential services at both nodes is merely amatter of further notational complexity 
(of. Section 5.2). We've chosen for non-exponential services at the second node, 
since this initially motivated the bounds in [7]. 
Furthermore, a lower and upper bound are provided. However, by presenting the 
proof for one of these bounds, it is directly seen (see Section 5.3) that it also works 
for the other bound. Since the upper bounds are of much more practical importance, 
the proof is therefore restricted to the upper bound. 
The proof is strongly related to the proofs for the exponential ease in [5] and 
[6]. The inclusion of non-exponential services, however, requires special tech- 
nicalities to be dealt with which are not obvious from these references. In order to 
enable a Markovian analysis, the proof is first established for phase-type service 
distributions. This forms the main part of the paper. Standard weak convergence 
arguments for the extension to the general case, however, are briefly outlined (see 
Section 5.1). 
The scenario is as follows. Section 2 describes the model and bounds. Preparatory 
material on imbedded Markov chains is presented in Section 3. Section 4 then 
establishes the proof for phase-type distributions. The general case as well as some 
other extensions are discussed in Section 5. 
2. Model and bounds 
Original model Consider a two-stage (node) tandem queue. Jobs arrive at node 
1, according to a Poisson process with parameter A. N~ servers are available at 
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node 1 and N2 at node 2. An arriving job is rejected (and lost) when all servers at 
node 1 are busy (i.e., when nl = N1 where n~ denotes the number of jobs already 
present at node 1 upon arrival). After a service completion at node 1 a job requests 
for service at node 2. When all servers at node 2 are busy (i.e., when n2 = N2 where 
n2 denotes the number of jobs already present at node 2), the request is rejected 
and the job restarts a complete new service at node 1. The mean service requirements 
are (l~1) -~ and (/x2) -~ at node 1 respectively node 2. 
The present system does not exhibit a product form (cf. [8] or [9]), so that the 
calculation of typical performance measures, such as a call congestion, throughput 
or system utilization, requires numerical approximation. In order to find ~ priori 
and quick bounds for the call congestion, therefore, we present wo modifications. 
These modifications will be called the lower and upper bound model and differ 
from the original model only in their blocking protocol as described below. 
Lower bound model. An arriving job is rejected (and lost) only if the total number 
of jobs n~ + n 2 already present is equal to NI + N2. After a service completion at 
node 1, a job is instantly accepted at node 2. Each job present, furthermore, is
always served at unit rate, that is, a free server is always available. 
Upper bound model. An arriving job is rejected (and lost) not only if the first 
node is saturated (nl--N1) but also when the second node is saturated (n2= N2). 
Furthermore, not only at node 1 but also at node 2 jobs have to restart a complete 
new service after a service completion if the other node is saturated, that is if n2 = N2 
respectively n~ = N1. 
For the lower bound model one might intuitively say that the total number of 
servers N1 + N2 is used more efficiently as if they are dynamically allocated to 
wherever needed. A less frequent rejection of arriving jobs is thus to be expected. 
Conversely, the upper bound model is seen to be fully saturated as soon as there's 
a saturation anywhere. It would thus behave less efficiently and more frequently 
reject arriving jobs. 
Despite the above intuition, even in the exponential case it turned out to be rather 
difficult to formalize that such modifications indeed provide a lower and upper 
bound on the call congestion (cf. [5] and [6]). For the non-exponential case, in 
fact, it is no longer at all that obvious when similar modifications for finite tandem 
queues with N1 and N2 representing the numbers of jobs that are allowed at node 
1 and 2 (rather than servers) guarantee bounds. In contrast, as has been checked 
numerically, they do not for single-server nodes with processor-sharing or last-in 
first-out preemptive service disciplines. This paper, however, will formalize such 
bounds for the original model described above, that is for multi-server loss facilities. 
The advantage of studying these modifications i that their stationary joint queue 
length distribution exhibits a product form. (For the explicit expression see [8] or 
[9].) This can be checked easily by verifying the global balance equations. It can 
also be argued by the notion of "job-local-balance" studied in [9]. In fact, it has 
been this notion that led to the design of these modifications to obtain product 
forms. Moreover, it is known that product forms, or more precisely notions of 
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detailed balance, imply insensitivity. That is, a stationary distribution which depends 
on the service distributions only by their means and not by their distributional forms 
(e.g. [10]). The call congestions of the lower and upper bound model are thus 
insensitive. Correspondingly, by proving that 
BL<~ B<~ Bu (2.1) 
where BE, B and Bu denote the call congestion, that is the probability that an arriving 
job is rejected, for the lower bound, original and upper bound model respectively, 
we would thus have established simple and insensitive quick bounds. Numerical 
support, provided in [5] and [6], indicates a practical usefulness of these bounds 
as first indicators of the system performance. In [7], moreover, these bounds were 
fruitfully used to derive simple and insensitive bounds for M]G[C]N-queues. The 
sequel, therefore, is concerned with proving inequality (2.1). 
3. Preliminaries 
This section contains some preparatory material. Throughout his and the next 
section it is assumed that the service distribution at node 1 is exponential whereas 
at node 2 it has the distribution function: 
Q 
F(x )= Z k pkE v2(x), x I> 0. 
k=l  
k Here E v2(x) denotes an Erlang distribution function consisting of k successive 
exponential phases each with parameter ~'2. The maximum number of phases Q is 
fixed and the values Pl, . . . ,  Po represent probabilities where Pl +p2+- • • Po = 1. It 
is well-known that these so-called mixtures of Erlang distributions are dense, in the 
sense of weak convergence, within the class of all distributions. Their advantage is
that they enable a Markovian analysis. To this end, we introduce the state description 
(nl,n2) w i thn2=(n~,n2, . . . ,n°2)  
to denote that nl jobs are present at node 1 and n2 = n2~+ n22+ •• • + n2 ° at node 2 of 
which n k is the number of jobs at node 2 with k phases of residual service 
requirement, k = 1 , . . . ,  Q. Further, for t = (h,  t2 , . . . ,  t o) and i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Q we use 
the notation t+ e~ and t -e i  as given by 
t+  e i=( t l ,  t2 ,  . . . .  , t i - l ,  ti + l ,  t i+l ,  . . . , tQ)  
where t i -1  =0 if ti =0  and t+eo= t. Finally, for an event A let I{A~ denote the 
indicator of this event, i.e. I{A} = 1 if A is satisfied and 0 if not. 
We will concentrate on the original and upper bound model only. A subscript U 
is used in an expression to indicate that it refers to the upper bound model while 
no subscript is used for the original model. A subscript (U) is used in an expression 
which is to be read both with and without subscript U. Now note that the queueing 
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processes which describe the changes over time of (n~, n2) are continuous-time 
Markov processes. For convenience of analysis, however, we will define related 
discrete-time Markov chains at epochs {nhln=O, 1,2,...}, where 0<h< 
[A + N~/.tl + N2~'2]. To this end, we introduce the blocking functions B ~, B 2 for the 
original and Bb, B 2 for the upper bound model by 
B~(n~, n2) =0 for n~ = N~ and 1 otherwise, 
Bb(n~, n2) = 0 for n~ = N1 or n2 = N2 and 1 otherwise, 
B2(nl, n2) = 1 for all (nl, n2) (3.1) 
B2(nl, n2) =0 for nl = N1 and 1 otherwise, 
as to indicate the different blocking protocols. The one-step transition probabilities 
p~u)[(nl, n2)--> (k~, k2)] for a transition from (n~, n2) into (kl, k2) of these chains 
are then defined by 
AhB~u)(nl, n2) 
nll~l h l {,,2< N2} Pk 
nk~,2h 
n  2hBL)(nl, *2) 
n z,2h[ 1 - B v)(nl, n2)]p, 
for (nl, n2) -> (ni + 1, n2), 
for (n l ,  n2) 
->(nl-l ,  n2+ek), l<~k<~Q, 
for (nl, n2) 
-->(n~,n2-ek+ek_a), 2<~k<~Q, 
for (nl, n2) --> (nl, n2 - el), (3.2) 
for (nl, n2) 
-->(n~,n2-e~+et), 1<~/<~ Q, 
[1-AhB~v)(nl, n2)-nlla.'lhl~,,2<N2~-n2~,2h] for(n1, n2)~(nl, n2), 
with B 1, B 2 substituted for the original and B~, B 2 for the upper bound model. 
Consequently, the transition mechanisms of the chains related to the original and 
upper bound model differ only in their blocking functions as specified above. These 
functions also imply that the state spaces R and Ru differ as: 
R = {(nl, n2)lO<~ nl<~ Nl, 0<- n2 <~ N2}, 
Ru = { (nl, i~2)J0 ~ nl ~ N1,0 <~ n 2 ~ N2; 111 -F/;2 Y~ N1 q- N2}. 
Since the generators of these Markov chains are exactly the same as those of the 
associated queuing processes, it is standard that also the stationary distributions 
are the same. For analyzing the call congestion we may thus restrict he attention 
to these chains. 
Let T and Tu denote the one-step expectation operators of these chains. More 
precisely, for any real-valued function f at R~u) and with p~u)[(nl, n2)-~ (k~, k2)] as 
specified above, the function T~u)f at R~u) is defined by 
T~u)f(nl,n2) = E P~u)[(nl,nE)~(kl,kE)]f(kl,k2). (3.3) 
(kl ,k2) 
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It will be the difference in these one-step expectation operators, as due to (3.1), by 
which our proof will be established. 
4. Proof of the upper bound for phase-type distributions 
In this section we aim to prove 
B<~ Bu (4.1) 
for the phase-type service distributions given in Section 3. To this end, first note 
that (4.1) is equivalent to saying that the throughput of the orignal model exceeds 
that of the upper bound model. More precisely, by inspecting the number of jobs 
that per unit of time actually move from node 1 to node 2, and with 
g(nl, n2) = nll{n2<N2}, (4.2) 
inequality (4.1) is equivalent with 
Y~ P(n~,n2)g(nl,n2) >~Y~ Pu(nl,n2)g(nl,n2). (4.3) 
(h i  ,n2) (n l  ,n2) 
where P and Pu denote the stationary distribution. In order to prove this inequality, 
we define finite horizon reward functions V" and V~ for all n e N by 
n- - I  
V~u)(nl, n2)= ~ T~u)g(nl, n2), (4.4) 
t=0 
where T~u) denotes the kth power of T(u). Then from standard Markov chain theory 
we readily derive 
V-+'r n2)=g(n,,n2)+ T(u) V~'u) V~'u)(nl, n2) (4.5) (U) ~,nl, 
and 
P(u)(n,, nE)g(nl, n2)= lim -1 V(%)(kl, k2), (4.6) 
(n l ,n2)  n --~ oo ~'/ 
for any (kl, k2) e R(tj). By noting that Ruc  R, so that both T and To are well-defined 
at Ru, we derive from (4.5), that for (n~, n2) e Ru: 
(V n - V~u)(n,, n2)=( T -  To) V"-'(n,, n2)+ Tu(V " - ' -  V~-')(n,, n2) 
n--1 
E T[ j (T-  n-,-, = Tu)V (n,, n2) (n =N) (4.7) 
t=0 
where the last equality results from iteration and the observation V°( • ) = I~u(" ) = 0. 
Remark that T[j is a monotone operator at Ru. After dividing both sides from (4.7) 
by n and letting n tend to infinity, we may thus conclude from (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7) 
that (4.1) is verified if for some (k~, k2) e Ru: 
(T -  Tu)W(k~,k2)>~O (teN). (4.8) 
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Recall the definitions of T and Tu by (3.3) and (3.2) and particularly note their 
difference as specified by (3.1). From (3.1) and (3.2) we then conclude that for any 
f :  R --> R and any (n~, n2) e Ru: 
(T -  Tu) f (n l ,  /12) = Ahl{,,<N,}l{,2=N=}[f(n, + 1  n2) - f (n l ,  n2)] 
Q 
+n~u2hl{,,,=N,} ~ pk[f(nl ,n2--el)  
k=l  
- f (n , ,n2 -e l  + ek)]. (4.9) 
Consequently, inequality (4.8) can be verified by proving that the r.h.s, of (4.9) can 
be estimated from below by 0 with f=  W for all s e N. We have thus transformed 
the comparison of the two models into monotonicity requirements of one of them. 
In order to prove this monotonicity, however, it will turn out that a more structured 
monotonicity is to be proven. The technical Lemma 4.1 below will establish this. 
First, let us introduce some convenient notation. For any p = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  and natural 
numbers So, to, sx, s2, . . . , Sp, t l ,  t2 , . . .  , tp, we write 
Sp=(Sl ,S2, . . . ,sp) ,  p>~l, So=So, 
tp=(h , t2 , . . . , tp ) ,  p~>l, to=to, 
[sp, tp]=((s~,t~),(s2, t2), . . . ,(sp, tp)), p>~l, [So, to]=(So, to), (4.10) 
= I (S1 ,  $2 , . . .  , S i _ l ,  S i "JI- 1, Si+l,. . . ,  Sp), si < Q,  
sp+~ t sp=(s~,s2,...,s~), s,=Q, 
p>~i>~l, 
So+/~0 =So+ 1 for all So< Q, So+ 8o = Q for So = Q and similarly for tp + 3~, p >10. 
Note here the difference with the notation n + eg with the convention that n - e~ = n 
when n~ = 0. Further, for p-component vectors lp and tp the notation: lp > tp denotes 
that l~ > t; for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p (i.e. componentwise.) The following notation can now 
be introduced for all t~ N. For all (n~, n2) with n~+ 1 ~< N~ and n2<~ N2: 
A1V' (n l ,  n2) = Vt ( nl + 1, n2) - Vt ( n, , n2). (4.11) 
For p = 0 , . . . ,  N2, all 
(where it is noted that 
(4.12)), and all S 1 ~ t I 
(nl, n2) with nl<~N~ and n2+p+l~N2,  all So, to, s forp =0 
the values So, to do not play any role in the r.h.s of expression 
~Se~t2~' ' '~Sp~tp~s for p~> 1: 
A [2,p] I / t  t" i,, n2 ) [sv.tv],s ~ ~ n l  , 
= Y~ Pk, Pl, Pk 
kp>sp,lp>gp,k:>s i=1 1 
x [ V'(n,,  n2+ ett,_, , l  + %- ,2 ]+ • • • + ettp-,  A)  
- V'(nl,  n2-t-  e[kl-s,]'~t" e[k2-s2] "~-" " " Jr e[k,-sp]"}- e lk -s ] ) ] .  (4.12) 
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For p = 1 , . . . ,  N2, all (n~, n2) with 1 ~< nl <~ N~ and n 2 +p <~ N2, and all sl i> fi i> s2 I> 
t2 >>. . . . >>. sp >>- tp: 
A[3,p] Vt (n l  n2)  [sp,t,] 
..>z>.(0 
X [ V t (h i ,  n 2-~ e[k l_s l  I'd-" " " "~ e[kp_sp)] 
- V'(n~ - 1, n2+ etz,-t,l+ •• • + e[t,-t,l)], (4.13) 
and forp -- 1 , . . . ,  N2, all (n~, n2) with 0~ < nl<~ Na and n2+p<~ N2, and all s~ > ta>~ 
s2 ~ t2 >>-. " • " >~ sp ~ tp: 
d [4,p] Vt (n l  n2) [ sp, tp ] 
× [ W(n l ,  n2+ etk,-~,l+" "+ etk-~,l) 
-- W(n l ,  n2+ ett,-td+" • • + ett _,,1)]. (4.14) 
The following lemma is the core of this paper. By relations (4.15) and (4.16) with 
p = So = to = s = 0, it ensures (4.8) via (4.9) and thus completes the proof of inequality 
(4.1). 
Lemma 4.1. For all (n~,/12) , t, p and sl >>- tl >t s2 >I t2 >I" " " >t Sp >I tp >1 S fo r  which the 
expressions are defined, the fol lowing estimates hold: 
0 <~ A ~ V ' (n , ,  n2) ~< (/.~ h) -~, (4.15) 
0~ a [2'p] lZ t [ "  n2)<~(IZlh)lR(([sp, tp], (s, O))), (4.16) "-'[sp,tp],s v ~Ul ,  
0~ < "t3'plats~,,~l Vt(n~,n2)<~(la,~h)-lR([sp, tp]), (4.17) 
0~<At4.pl W(n~ n2)<~(tz~h)-lR([sp, t ]), (4.18) Ll [ $p ,tp ] 
where 
)(o, ) R([up, vp])= Y. Pk, P,, (4.19) 
kp> Up,lp> l)p i i 
for  all p and up, vp and 
(Is, t,,], (s, o ) )= ( (s , ,  t,), . . . .  , (s,,, t,,), (s, o)). 
Proof. Before starting the proof, the following remark has to be made. The relations 
which will be presented may at first glance be difficult to understand. They can be 
checked by explicitly writing out all terms involved, by artificially adding and 
subtracting extra terms and finally collecting the fight terms. This approach, however, 
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would be complex and lengthy. Moreover, it could make one loose all insight. They 
can be understood rather directly, however, along the following lines. 
There are three types of transitions: 
(i) An arrival at node 1 with probability Ah; 
(ii) A transition from node 1 to node 2 with probability/~lh, separately for each 
of the jobs present at the first node. 
(iii) A decrease by one in the number of exponential phases of residual service 
requirement with probability v2h , separately for each of the jobs present at the 
second node. A departure of a job from the second node is hereby included when 
this number equals 1. 
Suppose that we have to compare the transition mechanism in two different states, 
say state 1 and 2. Then we can separately compare each of these three types of 
transitions and for each job which is present in at least one of these states. Hereby, 
transitions of the same type and which are possible in both states can be grouped 
together, such as leading to a total probability of n~l~h for a transition of a job 
from node 1 to node 2. It may occur, however, that a certain transition, say with a 
probability 7, is possible in one state, say state 1, but not in the other, that is state 2, 
as a result from either a job which is present in state 1 but not in state 2 or a 
transition which is allowed in state 1 but blocked in state 2. Then, with that probability 
y one can compare that transition in state 1 with a "'dummy transition" in state 2, 
that is a transition from state 2 into itself. By including these "dummy transitions", 
we can compare each of the above transitions for each of the jobs in one of the 
two states. The total probability for all these transitions is then the same in both 
states. The remaining probability represents that for a "dummy transition" for both 
state 1 and 2. 
With ~ the above arguing kept in mind, we will present he proof by induction to 
t. Clearly, (4.15)-(4.18) hold for t = 0 since 9o(.) =0. Assume that (4.15)-(4.18) 
are satisfied for all t <~ m and states for which the expressions are well-defined. We 
will successively verify (4.15)-(4.18) also for t = m + 1 under (i)-(iv) below. 
(i) Proofof  (4.15) fo r t=m+l .  From (3.1), (3.2), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.11): 
A t V"+I(nl, n2) = I~,2<N2~ + Ah li,,+I<N,~A ~ Vm(nI + I, n2) 
+ Ahl~n,+l=N,~[ Vm(nl + 1, n2) - Vm(nl + 1, n2)] 
Q 
+v2h X nka~vm(nl,nE-ek+ek-1) 
k=l  
O 
+ n~l~lhl~n~<N2> ~ pk At Vm(n~- 1, n2+ ek) 
k=l  
[20]  m 
+ a~hl{n2<N2i[-A(o;o),o V (nl ,  hE)] 
+ (n~ + 1)~h 11,,2__ N2)A ~ Vm(nl, n2) 
+[1 -Ah-n2v2h- (n~+l ) l .~h]a lvm(n l ,  2). (4.20) 
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A [2,01 l/ 'rn Here, first note that in the expression: ,-,~o,o).o- , we could have substituted any 
(So, to) rather than (0, 0) since they do not play any other role in (4.12) than 
notational. Furthermore, observe that the third term in the r.h.s, of (4.20) is equal 
to 0. 
In order to estimate the r.h.s, of (4.20) from below, remark that its sixth term is 
non-positive, but estimated from below by --I{n2<N2} by virtue of the induction 
hypothesis (4.15) for t = m and R(([0, 0], (0, 0))) = 1 according to (4.19). The first 
and sixth term are thus estimated from below by 0. After substitution of the induction 
hypothesis: a ~ V"  t> 0, this leads to fl ~ V "+~ t> 0. 
In order to estimate the r.h.s, of (4.20) from above, write the first term as: 
(/z 1 h) (/z ~ h ) - ~ 1 ~,~ < N2} and delete the sixth term which is non-positive by hypothesis. 
After substituting the hypothesis: fl ~ vm<~ (/.*~h) -~ in the other terms, we conclude 
by summation of all terms: A ~ V ~+~ <~ (p~h) -~. 
(ii) Proof  o f  (4.16) fo r  t = m + 1. With 
Pk, Pt, Pk = ~, Pk, Pl, PkP,, 
kp>sp,lp>tp,k>s i=1 i=1 kp>Sp,lp>tp,k>s,u>O i=1 1 
= R([sp,  tp], (s, O)) 
used to obtain the first term in the r.h.s, of expression (4.21) below, we conclude 
from (3.1), (3.2), (4.2), (4.5), (4.12) and (4.19)" 
A[2,p] V, .+ l (n l  112) = [ sp,tp ],S 
+ 
nll{,,2+p+l=u2}R([sp, tp], (s, 0)) 
A t2"pJ. Vm(n l  + 1,112) hh l{n l<N1} [s,,,pj,s 
+A1 at2,p] ~em(nl, nz) • {n I = NI} z'a [Sp,tp],s v 
Q 
+v2h Y .,kat2,p] Vm(n l ,n2_ek+ek_ l )  "' 2 ~ [ sp,tp],s 
k=l  
+ v2h ~" a [2,P] ~irn/_ l "a [sp+6i , tp ] , s r  ~,Ul ,  112) 
i=l,...,p 
,rE.p] _. vr , (n l ,  n2) + V2 h ~ ~ [sp,,p+n,j,s 
i=l,...,p 
dl-" LA[2 'P ]  vm(F l l  112) V211"Idl [$p,ltp],( S+ l ) 
+ n l~ lh  l{n2+p+l<N2} Fk~[sp,tp],s 
1 
n [3 p+l ]  m + ,tz~hl~,2+p+~=N2}[--a<t;~,,,t,~.o>)V (n~, 112)] 
+ [1 -- Ah - n2VEh - (2p + 1)v2h 
,_1~[2,p] V m , --  nllzlnJZatsp,,~].s (nl n2) (4.21) 
where we have first assumed that p i> 1 and 
I 
't i-~ > si, i = 2, . . . , p, 
si > ti, i = 1 , . . . ,  p, 
. tp> S. 
(4.22) 
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First note that the one plus last expression of the r.h.s, of (4.21) is well-defined. 
In order to estimate the r.h.s, of (4.21) from below, now remark that this one plus 
last term is non-positive but estimated from below by 
[--n;l~n~+p+l=N2)R(([sp, tv] , (s, 0))] 
by virtue of the induction hypothesis (4.17) for t = m. The first and this non-positive 
term of the r.h.s, are thus estimated from below by 0. By substitution of the 
non-negativity hypothesis for the other terms, the r.h.s, is estimated from below 0. 
In order to estimate the r.h.s of (4.21) from above, write its first term as 
nltxlh l~,2+p+~=N2)R(([sp, tv] , (s, 0)) ) (~lh)  -1 
and delete the one but last term which is non-positive by hypothesis. Further, by 
virtue of (4.19) note that for any p, up, vp and i<~p: 
R([up + 8, Vp])<~ R([up, vp]), (4.23) 
n([%, vp + 8,])<~ R([up, vp]). 
Then by substituting the upper estimate from the hypothesis (4.16) for t-- m in the 
other terms, using (4.23) and summing all terms, the r.h.s, of (4.21) is estimated 
from above by: (/zxh)-lR([sp, tp], (s, 0)). 
Relation (4.16) is hereby verified for t = m + 1 under the assumption of (4.22) 
and p/> 1. Via the transformations (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) below, however, we will 
argue that this also implies the verification of (4.16) for t = m + 1 without these 
assumptions. 
Suppose that t~_~ =si =q for some q and 2~ i<~p. Then 
A[2,p] ~:t/., n2 ) [sv,tv],s - -  ~,"1, 
v>q Ii>tb...,li_2>ti_2,1i>ti,...,lp>t  z 1 i 
W> q k l  > S I , . . . ,k i - l  > S i -  I ,ki+ l > Si+l, . . . ,kp> sp,k  > $ 
x [ V'(nl,  n2+ et~,-,,~+" • • + et~,_.,-,,_~ + ely_q]+ eta,_,,1+ • • • + et~ _,,~) 
-- V t (n l ,  n2+ etk,_~,l+ • •. + etk,_,_,,_,~ + et~-qj+ etk,+,-,,+~j+ • •. + etk _~,1+ etk-, l)]} 
kl  > S l , . . . ,k i - l  > s i - I  ,ki+l > Si+l , . . . ,kp> sp ,k> s 
× [ V'(n~, n2+ ett,_,,~+ • • • + ett,_~-,,_:~ + et,_q3+ ett,-,,l + • • • + e[l,-,,]) 
-- V'(n~, n2+ etk,-,,l+ • • • + etk,_,-,,_,~ + eta-q1+ etk,+,-,,+,a+" • •+ etk,-,,~ + et~-,~)]} 
A [2,p--1] 
X ~((s~,t l )  ..... (si-2,tl-2),(si-l,tD,(si+l,ti+l) ..... (sp,t~)),s V t (n l ,  n2+ e[ r -q ] ) .  (4.24) 
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Similarly, for s i = ti : q for some q and 1 <~ 1 ~ p, we derive 
A (2,p] I)'t [ _  . 
[st,,tp],s r K t~l ,n21 
:(u~> Pu) ~, prAl~sP,-t:)],...,(s,_,,ti_,),(si+,,t,+,)..... (Sp,tp)),sVt(rll,ll2at'e[r-q]) 
q r>q 
and, for t, = s, 
At2,,1 V*(n  n2) [ $p,tp ],$ 
(4.25) 
: (u~> Pu)  ~., "* A[2"p-1] Vt( l l l ,  n2+ e[r-q]). (4.26) Pr ((s l,q) ..... (Sp_ l,tp_t)),s 
q r>q 
Consequently, a At2"pl-expression with p I> 1 for which (4.22) is not satisfied can 
A [2 1] always be reduced to a ,.. ' -expression with 0~ < l<p  which does satisfy (4.22) 
with p replaced by I. 
It thus remains to consider the case: p = 0. For this case equaility (4.21) remains 
valid by realizing that the addition of 8i in the fifth and sixth term of its r.h.s, has 
no impact and where in the one but last term we replace ([s,, t,], (s, 0)) by (s, 0). 
The former arguments for verifying (4.16) for t = m + 1 then remain valid, except 
that the increase in s-value does not lead to a reduction in p but to a termination 
for s = Q by 
A [2,p] w'm [ [so,to],O" ~"1, n2) = 0. (4.27) 
(iii) Proof o f  (4.17)for  t = m + 1. Similarly to (4.21), we now obtain, from (3.1), 
(3.2), (3.3), (4.2), (4.5), (4.13) and (4.19), 
A[3,p] Vm+l(r/1 n2 ) [Sp.t.] 
- l{,2+p<m}/~([gp, t ])+ Ahl A ta'p] ~"¢"  - {nl<N1} [~p,t,]-- ~"1+1,  n2) 
[4,9] ,,1 + Ahl{,,=N,}A[~p,,,]V (n l ,  n2) 
Q 
~kA[3,P] l[m(,,, +VEh ~ ,,2~[s,,t,]-  ~,,1, nz - -ek+ek-1)  
k=l 
4-/,'2 h ~ A [3,p] Vm(r l l ,  •2) [ sp + ~,tp ] 
i= l,...,p 
+ ~'2 h ~, A t3,"l vra(nl,  n2) [sp,tp+8~] 
i= l,...,p 
O 
+(n l -  l)Ixlhl{.2+p<N2} ~ " A[3,P] l , " f .  11kZ'atsp,tp] " ~,"1- -1 ,  n2Wek) 
k=l  
- - - [2p]  + ~,h  l{,~+p< N:}[--a[:;,,,],0 Vm(n~ - ! ,  n2)] 
1,tD,p] Vm(n l ,  n2), (4.28) + [1 - Ah - nav2h - 2pvah - nll~lh l/n2+p< N~}J~ [sp,tp] 
where we have first assumed that (with p I> 1): 
{ ti-l > si, i = 2 ,  . . . , p ,  
(4.29) 
$i > ti, i = l, . . . , p. 
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In order to estimate the r.h.s, of (4.28) from below, remark that its one but last 
term is non-positive but estimated from below by [--l~,2+p<N21R([sp, t,])] by virtue 
of the induction hypothesis (4.16) for t = m. The first and this non-positive term of 
the r.h.s, are thus estimated from below by 0. By substitution of the non-negativity 
hypothesis for the other terms, the r.h.s, is estimated from below by 0. 
In order to estimate the r.h.s of (4.28) from above, write its first term as 
p.,h ll.:+p< N2tR ([ sp, tp ]) (,U, lh ) - I  
and delete the one but last term which is non-positive by hypothesis. By substituting 
the upper estimate from the hypothesis (4.17) for t = m in the other terms, recalling 
the monotonicity (4.23) again and summing all terms, the r.h.s, is estimated from 
above by (p~lh)-lR([sp, tp]). 
Relation (4.17) is hereby verified for t = m + 1 under the assumption (4.29). Via 
the transformations (4.30) and (4.31) below, however, we will argue that this also 
implies the verification of (4.17) for t = m + 1 without this assumption. 
Suppose that ti-~ = si =q for some q and w ~< i ~< p. Then analogously to (4.24) 
we derive 
At3,pl ~r~c.,, n2) [$p,lp] • \ l t l '  
p,A(($,,,,) ..... (s,_,,t,),(s,+,,t,+,) ..... ($,,,,)) (nl, n2 
\ r>q 
Similarly, with ti = s~ = q for some q and 2 <~ i ~< p: 
[3,p] i),tl',,, A[$p,,p]. t"l, t12) 
= PU ~,, / Jr  (($1,11) ..... (Si_l,ti_l),(Si+l,ti+l) ..... (Sp,lp))Vt(nl, n2+ et,_qj). 
q r>q 
(4.31) 
Consequently, a Ar3'pLexpression with p t> 2 for which (4.29) is not satisfied can 
always be reduced to a At3'~l-expression with l<~l<p, which does satisfy (4.29) 
with p replaced by/ .  
In order to verify (4.17) for t = m + 1 with p = 1 and sl = tl = q for some q, first 
note that we can write 
A[.3'I] Vt(nl,  n2) tq, q) 
= Y~ PvPw [ V'(nl,  n2+ err-q1)- V' (n~-  1, n2+ etw-ql)] 
v>q,w>q 
: (u  Pu) ~ pr[V'(nl' ll2-l-e[r-q])- Vt(nl - l '  n2-I-e[r-q])] 
~>q r>q 
~>q q 
With the proof of (4.15) for t = m + 1 by (i), the observation that 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
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and substitution of the lower and upper estimates from (4.15) for t = m + 1 in the 
last term of (4.32), this completes the proof of (4.17) for t = m + 1 also when p = 1 
and s~ = tl • 
(iv) Proof of (4.18)for t = m + 1. Again, similarly to (4.21), we obtain, from (3.1), 
(3.2), (3.3), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.14), 
A [4,p] lg rn+ [. , .~,]- l(nl, n2) 
-Ahl{.,, A[4 'P ]  V"(n~+l  n2)+Ahl{.,=N,}~[...,.]-- ~,,~. - <N 0 [sp,tp] , a[4,p] l,rm[.  112) 
Q 
+nl lz lh l{n2+p<N2} ~, " A[4,P] l]'rng_ __ +ek)  Fk~.a[Sp,tp] v k n l  1, n2 
k=l  
+ nltzlhl A[4'P] V"(nl n2) {n2+ p = N2}/''t [sp,tp] 
Q 
+v2h ~ ..kat4,p] V" "2"-'Es,.,,J (n~, n2+ek+ek-~) 
k=l  
P 
+ v2h ~, 
i= l  
P 
+z'2h Z 
i=1 
At4,p] V"(nl n2) [sp+Si,tp] 
At4,pl Vm(nl n2) [sp,tp+Sd 
+[1 - Ah - n~tz~h - n2v2h - 2p~,2h ]A[~'f,),] Vm( nl , n2), (4.34) 
where we have first assumed that the s- and t-values satisfy (4.29). 
Relation (4.18) for t = m + 1 is then directly verified by substituting the induction 
hypothesis (4.18) for t = m and recalling the monotonicity (4.23) again. We argue 
below that (4.18) for t = m + 1 is hereby implied also without assumption (4.29). 
Similarly to (4.24) as before, the relations (4.30) for ti-1 = st = q and 2 ~< i ~< p as 
well as (4.31) for ti = si =q  and 2 ~<i~ <p can be rederived with the superscript 3
replaced by 4. Consequently, a A t4'pLexpression which fails (4.29) can always be 
reduced to a At4'tLexpression with 1 ~< l<p which satisfies (4.29) with p replaced 
by I. 
The verification of (4.18) for t = m+ 1 is thus completed by concluding from 
(4.14), similarly to (4.32), but for p = 1 and s~ = q = q for some q: 
At4.1j W(nl, n2) = 0. [] (4.25) (q ,q)  
Remark 4.1. Our proof could directly have relied upon the results from [16] or [20] 
if we would have been able to show that the operator T retains monotonicity in 
the directions corresponding to the r.h.s, of (4.9). Unfortunately, however, even in 
the exponential case (pl = 1) this fails. It that case, as can easily been shown by a 
counterexample, there exist functions g(nl, n2) such that 
g (n l+ l ,  n2)-g(nl ,  n2)>~O and g(nl ,  n2+l ) -g (n l ,  n2)~>0, 
but for which these inequalities fail for g replaced by Tg. In contrast, the essence 
of our proof (or rather Lemma 4.1) is to show that for total reward functions with 
special one-step rewards corresponding to the queueing process, the operator T and 
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the additional one-step reward together, retain the desired monotonicity. This 
approach seems of interest for further exploitation. 
Remark 4.2. For pure Erlang distributions at node 2, i.e. Pr = 1 for some K, the 
proof could have been significantly simplified, since then the number of phases of 
residual service requirement ofa new service always exceeds that of any job present. 
It is particularly the randomness in the number of required phases that forced us 
(cf. relation (4.21 )) to prove the rather structured monotonicity results of Lemma 4.1. 
5. Extensions 
5.1. General service requirements 
Let us roughly describe how the bounds (2.1) can be formalized also for general 
service requirements not of phase-type. As already mentioned, the call congestions 
of the lower and upper bound model are determined by the service requirements 
only by their means and not their distributional forms. In Section 4 it is proven that 
for mixtures of Erlang distributions at node 2 and exponential services at node 1, 
they are also generally valid as bounds. It is standard, furthermore, that any 
non-negative distribution, say with distribution function F, can be approximated 
by such mixtures, in the sense of weak convergence, such as according to the 
distribution functions 
F,(X)=k=O F -F  E k 
with n --> ~. Now note that the underlying queueing process describing the number 
of jobs n~ and n2 at node 1 and 2, can be interpreted as a finite number of individuals 
with fixed but random lifetimes which after a death immediately generate a new 
lifetime distribution depending upon the present state. In [12] such a system is 
called a generalized semi-Markov process. From this reference, among others, it 
can then be concluded that weak convergence of the individual lifetimes also leads 
to weak convergence of the corresponding process describing the individuals and 
their changes, in an appropriate topology on so-called D-sample path spaces. 
Particularly weak convergence ofthe stationary distribution ishereby implied. Since 
clearly the call congestion of the tandem queue continuously depends upon the 
stationary distribution, convergence of the call congestions i concluded also. In 
combination with the general validity of the bounds for mixtures of Erlang-distribu- 
tions at node 2, their validity as bounds can thus be proven also for general service 
requirements atnode 2. 
5.2. Non-exponential services at node 1 
With phase-type distributions also at node 1, the proof can be extended exactly 
along the same lines except for that blocked transitions from node 1 to node 2 
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brings in an extra randomness for the number of exponential phases. This type of 
randomness, however, is already involved. Roughly, only the complexity will be 
doubled. 
5.3. Lower bound 
As for the lower bound, a similar proof can be provided (cf. [6] for the exponential 
case). Relation (4.9) in this case would require monotonicity of the form: 
V'(n  + 1, n2) - n2) >i O, 
Q 
~'. [V'(nl-- l ,  n2+ek)-- W(nx,n2)]pk~O, 
k=l  
where V t is defined by the one-step reward function g(n~, n2)= n2. With this 
difference taken into account, Lemma 4.1 can nearly be copied. 
5.4. First-in first-out disciplines 
The present analysis did not allow for delays of jobs. Suppose that instead of N~ 
and N2 servers there are cl and c2 servers and m~ and m2 waiting places at node 1 
and 2 respectively with a first-in first-out queueing discipline. Then in correspondence 
with [7], it is conjectured in [6] that an upper bound for the call congestion is given 
by the upper bound of section 2 with N1 = el and N2 = c2, and a lower bound by 
the lower bound of section 2 with N1 = cl + ml and N 2 = C 2"[- m 2. This can be seen 
as if we first modify the delay system into a non-delay system by deleting all waiting 
places for the upper bound and adding an extra server to each waiting place for 
the lower bound, and next apply the bounds of the present paper. By proving that 
this modification itself guarantees a lower and upper bound, we would thus have 
proven the conjecture as well as the insensitivity of the bounds. Such a proof, 
however, can be expected along the same lines of Section 4. 
5.5. Breakdowns 
Real-life queues may have breakdowns or failures (e.g. machines). In addition 
to the modification of Section 2, the following modification is suggested to obtain 
an upper bound of the call congestion in such situations. "Whevever a node is 
down, so that its servicing is impossible, also reject jobs to enter that node". Again, 
a proof can be expected by the same technique. This is currently under research 
(of. [3]). 
Evaluation 
The insensitivity of simple bounds for finite tandem queues is established. The 
proof is built upon showing highly structured monotonieity properties of special 
reward functionals. The technique of the proof is based on Markov reward theory. 
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Standard approaches to prove monotonicity results are hereby extended and the 
technique seems of interest for further application. 
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